
 

 

Structural Remediation Committee Report – April 12, 2022 
 

Chair: Clint Shettle (VA) 

Members: Stephen Baca (NM), Linda Boccuzzo (VT), Roger Bryan (NC), Chad Carpenter 

(WV), Seth Dunlap (AR), Kelly Friend (FL), Cindy Fulton (WY), Cary Gigeure (VT), Brian 

Kennedy (AZ), Derrick Lastinger (GA), Victor Lennon (NC), Greg Minor (OH), Alan Pugh 

(AZ), Dave Scott (IN), Kevin Shelton (OK), Kelly Smith (AZ), Sara Vose (VT). 

Structural Remediation Committee (SRC) Guidance & “RemediaPedia” 

development: 

 

The SRC Chair met virtually on Tuesday, April 12, 2022 with Tom Smith and Mike Cameron of 

the National Pesticide Safety Education Center (NPSEC) to further discuss options and test drive 

a possible webpage based RemediaPedia concept that Mike Cameron created.   

 

In the April 12, 2022 Zoom call, arranged by NPSEC’s Ms. Courtney Weatherbee, NPSEC’s 

Tom Smith and Mike Cameron and SRC Chair, Clint Shettle walked through a draft website 

concept for RemediaPedia.  The website based format does offer some features and versatility 

that a simple downloaded file would not.  The ability to rank references in multiple categories 

simultaneously remains a challenge.  If RemediaPedia were website based, the “search-ability” 

and internet accessibility are greatly increased.   The stumbling block at this point for either the 

downloadable file version or the website-based version is the limited data entered into the 

RemdiaPedia thus far.   

 

NPSEC and the SRC plan to meet again in the near future to discuss progress and improvements.  

The next step will be to put together (a “starter set” of) references to place into RemediaPedia. 

 

NPSEC’s willingness to help is very much appreciated and recognized.   

 

We are still in need of structural remediation references to populate RemediaPedia.  If you or 

someone you know, is aware of a reference or references that have been useful in the structural 

remediation of pesticides, please contact the SRC. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

Clint Shettle, SRC Chair 


